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Collect 5 Crossroads Supply Crates from inside the Razormane cave. A level 10 Northern Barrens Quest. +250 reputation with Orgrimmar. Always up to date. I've lost two caravans this week alone! Our warriors at the Crossroads desperately need those supplies, and I'm not about to let the quilboar grow fat off of their misdeeds. Find the missing supply crates and bring them to me. I'd search the quilboar hovel south of here, along the river. Progress. How goes your search for the supplies, ? Struggling with the loss of their dear friend and the world's last hope, Katara, Sokka, and Toph must carry on and defeat Fire Lord Ozai without the help of the Avatar. (Cross-posted on FF.net under etymockery, originally published Aug 23, 2016). Language Summary. While Azula and Zuko fight the turmoil inside of them, the Gaang plans for the Day of the Black Sun. Things don't go as planned when one of the their number gets captured as the eclipse comes to a close. Aang, Katara, and Toph must plan for Sozins Comet without Sokka, and just hopefully Sokka will be released under Fire Lord Zuko's regime. Series.